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Spartan Shops

USE Asks Formal Sanction To Strike

$

By DON COX and
GAIL KNIGHT
Spartan Daily Staff Writers
The Union of State Employees
(USE) has requested sanction
from the Santa Clara County Central Labor Council to strike
against Spartan Cafeteria and the
bookstore.
Rex Kennedy, director of the
AFL-CIO affiliated USE Local
411, in a letter mailed to the labor
council Friday, requested formal
approval for a strike against
Spartan Shops, Inc,
Spartan Shops operates the cafeteria and Spartan Book Store.
Kennedy said copies of the request for strike approval were
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Little Orphan Moves
From Tree to Bus
By BRUCE ANDERSON
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
FOR SALE: Two tree houses, trees not included.
Little Orphan Temple, former ASB presidential eandidate, yesterday announced he plans to sell his controversial
tree house. Located at 121 S. 10th Street (Holy City), the
house caused a stir when city officials said the house would
be condemned since it did not meet city building codes.
The city never took action however, and the tree home
istill is in use today.
The person who buys the house also will receive at no
$ added cost views of: the Lick Observatory on Mt. Hamilton,
$ Tower Hall, new Science Building at SJS and the downtown Medical Building.
Two of the walla of the house are made of glass.
Temple said he is moving into his bus. He has to sell
$ the tree house because the state is leveling the area to
provide parking for SJS.
The house has wall to wall carpeting, 4 drinking foun’t
0

/ tain, spacious porch, all the mistletoe from the tree and
Orphan Temple says he will even throw in his electric
$

blanket if he feels generous.
He is checking into the possibilities of financing the

$ house on a Cal Vet loan since it is built on state property.
0
Ross Beekjortl also of Holy City is selling his two story
tree structure. His house has a barn roof, loft and an excellent view.
Both sellers say they will accept the beet offer. Temple
says he is going into tree house construction for private
gparties soon.
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Negroes Plan
New, Indoor
TrackBoycott
SJS sociology instructor Harry
Edwards has recruited Negro track
stars Tommie Smith and Lee
Evans in a boycott of two top
indoor track meets.
The meets are the Los Angeles
Invitational this weekend and the
New York Athletic Club Invitational Track Meet, Feb. 16.
Edwards is calling for the boycott to protest discrimination
against Negroes and Jews.
A planned demonstration inside
Madison Square Garden has been
cancelled, but organizers in New
York hope to have 3000 persons
in a picket line. "Any black athlete that does compete will have
to cross a black picket line," Edwards said.
Tommie Smith’s letter of refusal
to participate is representative of
responses by athletes not participating, according to Edwards:
"I, Tommie Smith, hereby decline to participate in the New
York Athletic Indoor Games due
to the racist discrimination policies that the sponsoring organization practices with regard to
billeting and membership," the
letter said.

ASB May Force Spartan Daily
Into Financial Independence

Final Edition
The semester’s last edition of
the Spartan Daily will appear on
campus newsstands tomorrow.
A special graduation edit ion
edited by Spartan Daily Staff
Writer Charles Betz for graduating seniors, will be included with
tomorrow’s Daily.
Publication of the Spartan Daily
will resume the first day of the
spring semester on Monday, Feb.
U.

"They want the freedom, but
not the responsibility of earning
their own money," said Alvarez.
Council will consider the resolution at its meeting tomorrow.
In other action, the committee
favorably passed a recommendation to form a Student Food Service Advisory Board, to act as
official ASB liaison with Cafeteria
Food Services.
The hill, to be considered at
council tomorrow, calls for two

dormitory residents, three students
at large, and one Food Services
employee to meet at least once a
month.
Author Alvarez, who said he
once found a worm meandering on
his hamburger’s lettuce in the
cafeteria, feels students need a
place to take complaints about
cafeteria food.
The bill provides for "tasters"
to sample each meal prepared in
the cafeteria.

Gov. Rockefeller Gains
Popularity in State Poll
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- New
York Gov. Nelson Rockefeller is
the biggest gainer among preen thin Republican presidential candidates in a recent survey of California Republican voters made by
the State Poll.
Rockefeller’s preference with
GOP voters rose from 13 per rent
last September to 23 per cent this
month in a poll published in Sunday’s Los Angeles Times.
Former Californian Richard
Nixon continued to lead, though,
improving from. his 28 per cent
mark last September to 31 per
cent this month.
Michigan Gov, George Romney
and California Gov. Reagan were
sillr 9 per emt each. RomIli‘Ni
ney was We choice of 13 per cent

According to Street, the first
step towards getting strike sanction is a meeting btween USE,
Spartan Shops, CSEA and labor
council representatives, "to try
and settle the dispute without a
strike."
If the meeting proves unsuccessful, the labor council’s Executive
Committee will vote on the sanction request. Then the proposal
goes before the council for
approval.
Kennedy "has no idea" when the
sanction phaet-dings would start
or end, but added, "I hope we
could have the initial meeting
within the next few days."
Guttormsen, SJS business man-

ager, has been in contact with the
labor council, but said no plans
for a meeting with USE had been
made.
"I have talked with Mr. Street,
but I’m not sure of what is going
to happen yet. The council has to
work a few more things out within
itself, then I will have an idea of
what is going to happen," he said.
James Lioi, president of the
CSEA at SJS, said he has not
been contacted by Kennedy or the
labor council.
"If USE follows through now,
we are prepared to seek an injunction," Lice said.
Bill Tidwell, academic consultant to the CSEA, asked "Why
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Student government may boot
Spartan Daily down the road to
financial independence, but not in
the way the publication had in
mind.
A resolution passed unanimously
out of Campus Policy Committee
yesterday called for Student Council’s support of the Daily’s recently abandoned campaign for independence.
The Daily campaigned for 15
per cent of student body fees collected each semester, hut the resolution asks ASB to underwrite
the paper for $10,000 a year for
two years, then nothing.
Author Jose Alvarez gave two
reasons for his resolution: (1)
Spartan Daily doesn’t have libel
Insurance, and in the event of
suit. ASB would be held responsible, and (2) ASB, as one of the
paper’s three publishers, should
have a say in the Daily’s editorial policy.

sent to Pres. Robert D. Clark and
Glenn Guttormsen, SJS business
manager.
USE has called for the strike
because it objects to the present
working contract between Spartan
Shops and the California State
Employees Association (CSEA).
Kennedy said he would meet
with the labor council’s executive
committee "sometime this week"
to begin action towards gaining
strike approval.
Emerson Street, labor council
business manager, said the council
had received USE’s request, but
"we have not been contacted by
Kennedy in regards to setting up
any meetings."
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Fr, by Larry Jarason
LUXURIOUS TREE HOUSE for sale. This is one of the
homes that Little Orphan Temple and his associates are
selling to the highest bidders.

$

ispute

of three surveyed last September,
and Reagan was picked by 11 per
cent at that time.
Illinois Sen. Charles Percy and
Oregon Sen. Mark 0. Hatfield
were picked by 2 per cent. The
1964 GOP presidential candidate.
Barry Goldwater, and New York
Mayor John Lindsay garnered 1
per rent each.
Rockefeller has said he is not
candidate, as has Reagan. Romnry is an avowed candidate and
Nixon has indicated he is running.
When GOP voters were asked
to choose among Nixon, Rockefeller, Reagan, Romney and Percy,
the results were nearly the same.
Nixon got 39 per vent of the
voters, Rockefeller 28 per cent.
Reagan 12, Romney 11 and Percy
3,
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Ten Possible Solutions
May End Parking Pains
opening of spring semester," he. either never been appointed or
have never attended the meetings.
continued.
Jim Brewer, COPS member,
Dr. Dusel listed the possible
said, "I’m glad to see that the colsolutions as:
Opening partially filled fac- lege administration can be reaulty parking lots to students after soned with by students and that it
doesn’t take a full-scale riot to
the peak hours.
Parking in the South Cam- bring action.
"I am confident that this reprepus-Spartan Stadium area with
municipal or college shuttle buses sents a sincere effort by the colrunning to and from such parking lege administration makes the
at certain intervals.
parking situation easier," he said.
Encouraging car pools by
granting lot parking with a single
transferrable parking permit for
each car pool.
Investigating the present
one-hour parking limits surrounding the campus and the possibilities of converting more parallel
parking to diagonal on surrounding streets.
The possibility of selling
By KEN JORDAN
more permits and advertising the
Lee Evans, SJS’ world-class
availability of space in the parking quarter-miler, yesterday repeated
garage at most times of the day. his support of the proposed OlymInsuring the full and active pic boycott by Negro athletes, but
student representation on the admitted he would probably run if
parking committee, as the two only three of the original five deAn estimated 2,000 SJS students student members supposedly ap- mands are met.
"Southern Rhodesia and South
may be eligible for graduation in pointed by Student Council have
June, but unless senior interview
requirements are met, these students must forego commencement.
Almost 1,600 prospective June
graduates signed-up for interviews
this semester, but nearly 500 have
not yet registered for appointments, according to Jeanne Richardson, registrar office clerk.
For those students not yet
WASHINGTON (AP)
The
shorter, 53 minutes with adjournsigned-up, appointments are still
ment until 8 p.m.
available during the first five 90th Congress began its second
Wednesday, an hour before
weeks of the spring semester, session at a slow, low-key pace
President Johnson delivers his
Mrs. Richardson said.
Monday as House Speaker John State of the Union
message to a
Reservation cards may be picked W. McCormack, fl-Mass., issued a
joint session of Congress.
up Feb. 1 in ADM102 for appointBut the short meeting was
hurry-up plea, setting an Aug. 1
ments sign-ups on Feb. 7.
adjournment goal for members to punctuated with a flurry of debate when Sen. Wayne Morse,
go home to politic.
In this election year, the session D-Orc., was blocked in his effort
is expected to erupt frequently to have the Senate receive an antiwith political fireworks as the war petition from a group of
legislators struggle with the frus- women headed by former Contrations of Vietnam, the budget gresswoman Jeannette Rankin of
and economy. taxes, crime on the Montana.
Majority Leader Mike Mansstreets.
Two final ,tpportunities for stuAnd right off. the Senate faced field, fl-Mont., objected that. "undents, along with other San Jose- the prospects of a filibuster over der long-established customs, prinans, to ask questions, air gripes, civil rights proposals when they ciples and practice" the Senate
does not transact any business
and make statements concerning are taken up Thursday.
the revitalization of San Jose will
On this snowy day, however, until the President delivers his
be held tomorrow and Thursday. there was little of the excitement message.
The informal hearings will take that usually occurs at the start of
place at 7:30 p.m. in the San Jose a new Congress, where many new
City Hall council chambers. Based members are sworn in. The same
on the work done by the San Jose faces are back this year and the
Goals Committee, the hearings will off-year drabness was even ITIODP
cover: Culture, Economic Develop- marked because the 1967 session
ment, Housing, Human and Social didn’t end until mid -December.
Development., Metropolitan Core,
Last Wednesday saw the end of
It took a slow, 22-minutes roll
Parks and Recreation, 1’10111c call for the Senate to muster a this semester’s Co-Ree. Next Co.
Services and Facilities, and Trans- quorum of its 100 members,
56, Re.c will begin February 21 and
portation.
five more than necessary to do will continue every Wednesday
business. The tally showed 31 of throughout the spring semester.
During the semester SJS stuthe 54 Democrats and 10 of the
dents participated in volleyball,
36 Republicans absent.
The House had less than 100 of badminton, basketball, ping pung,
Students with a recent change
of address are urged by the Regis- its 435 members present at the and swimming.
"Perhaps our biggest attraction
(rat’s Office to file these cards for start but a quorum call managed
proper mailing of grades, at the to muster 2148. The meeting lasted was the sound of the ’rock bands’
Registrar’s window in the Admin- an hour and 10 mintes before the which would blast through the
campus on Wednesday nights,"
istration Building before Friday House quit until noon Tuesday.
The Senate session was even said one Co-Rec student director,
Wan. at.
The parking problem may be
eased next semester.
Meetings between Dr. William
Dusel, executive vice president,
members of Commuters Organized
for Parking Spaces (COPS), and
other administrative officials have
resulted in proposal of 10 possible
solutions.
In a letter to the members of
the Parking Committee, Dr. Dusel
said, "We have collected a number of possible approaches to the
easing of the current parking
crisis.
"I list them for the convenience
of your committee and urge that
your group redouble its efforts to
explore each one proior to the

Interviews
Required
For Grads

Evans Still Supports
Olympic Boycott

Low-Key Pace Marks
Start of 90th Congress

Goals Committee
To Conduct Final
Two Hearings

Spring Co-Rec
Resumes Feb. 21

New Address?

should we appear at a mediation
meeting? We have a perfectly
legal contract."
A petition signed by 53 cafeteria
employees supporting the present
CSEA contract, was received by
Guttormsen Thursday. Five employees of the full cafeteria staff
did not sign the petition.
"With the support the CSEA has
received from the petition, I doubt
that the USE will follow through
in seeking a strike," he added.
In its original demands, USE did
not include Spartan Bookstore.
The 27 fulltime bookstore employees are not bound by the
CSEA contract.
Harry Wineroth, bookstore manager, said, "As far as I know,
there are no labor affiliated employees in Spartan Bookstore."
"We want a new contract with
the cafeteria and we want the
bookstore in on it. We will set up
informational picket lines at both
places," Kennedy said.
Kennedy was on campus Thursday and Friday "to talk with
USE employees in the cafeteria."
He admits that the number of
USE members at SJS is "very
small," but adds, "We can conduct
an effective strike because the
Teamsters Union will honor our
picket line, and we can call in
other AFL-CIO groups.
"The teamsters would not deliver food. This could shut the
cafeteria down in a matter of
days," he continued.
Kennedy said he had not contacted any of the teamster locals
in the area, but, "I will do this if
we get sanction."
The USE demanded that Pres.
Clark void the Spartan Shops’
current contract with CSEA and
conduct a bargaining election.
Guttormsen, after hearing the
USE demands, said another election would be conducted if "any
employee submits a request for an
election."
Deadline for requests is this
Friday. Guttormsen said no request has been made yet.
USE has instructed its cafeteria
employees at SJS not to individually request an election, because
it would jeopardize their working
status."

Africa cannot compete unless they
have integrated teams," he said,
naming the first of the three. "The
New York Athletic Club must be
integrated and another Negro
coach roust be added to the Olympic coaching staff."
"If these demands are not met,
I will not run," said Evans, who
is 1967 Pan-American Games 400meter dash champion.
The other two demands agreed
on by the Negro athletes present
at the Los Angeles meeting which
proposed the boycott last November, were for at least one Negro
to be placed on the U.S. Olympic
Commission and that the WBA
return the heavyweight boxing
title to Cassius Clay (Muhanuned
Ali).
Evans, speaking to a SJS journalism class, did not comment on
the first of those two, but admitted he was somewhat skeptical of
the latter request, since it falls
outside the jurisdiction of the
Olympic Committee.
Much of the misunderstanding
which has come of the boycott
proposal, organized by 8.28 instructor Harry Edwards. has resulted
from "poor" newspaper emerage,
according to Evans.
"I can’t stand newspapermen,"
he said, "The questions they ask
and the stories they write ... I
just can’t dig ’em."
Mitch of his had feeling towards
the press stems from his experience in Los Angeles when the boycott was proposed.
"At our meeting there we decided we would have a boycott if
then, was 100 per cent participa.
firm by Negro athletes. But in
their etorles the newspapers left
out the part about the 100 per
cent.
-hater, some guy interviewed me
for half an hour. I saw him on TV
that night quoting me for things
I didn’t even say."
Louis Diiino, sports editor of
the San Jose Mercury, drew scath.
ing criticism from Evans.
"He doesn’t know what he is
talking about," said the 20-year-old
junior. "He doesn’t know anything
about track."
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The Change
Editor:
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I’m tired of cranking out a COr1111111 for
every week, so as my "career- with
the Spartan Daily ends, I’m going to write
my first Letter to the Editor.
The students have a great time with
these Thrust and Parry things. I figure
it’s time for one of Me employees to have
a thrust or three.

you

"Those matters which can affect the benefit and harm of all, ought
to be known and heard by all, who may thus attain the beneficial and
Marsilio of Padua
repel the opposite."
Editor

KEN BRYANT

KEN BECKER

Advertising Mgr.

You’ve sent me out on a few weird assignments, all the way from I ..... se wreckings to a confrontation wills 50 armed
police.

81(111 Editorial

State of the Union
3 Tomorrow night President johnson
Will sleliver his State of the Union address. broadcast nationwide by all the
networks.

tele% is’

The general content of the message.
sf rourse. is obvious. But how the
’resident reconciles the old "guns and
sutler- theory that a nation can’t deal
w ith domestic problems

effertis ely

when it’s fighting a foreign war should
be interesting. especially since this is
the last State of the Union address before the ’68 elections.
Nevertheless.

the

President

prob-

ably w ill present his case to almost
ev eryone’s general satisfaction. After
all. he can I
his ace

’ t with some pride to

plishments in the domestic

field.
lie and ii is wife have managesl to
raise two slaughters in the charged atmosphere of politics and marry them
both off to good-looking young men
who really are going places.
But, as for going places. the rest of
the country may not be as lucky. for
those who are not overly excited about

are being spent in places other than
the United States.
To allev iate a drain on our econ
only. the President. among other
things. asked all Americans if they
kindly would curtail any travel

came
Curious] this all
after Lynda Bird and her husband,
Chuck Robb. bad returned from a
ymoon in the Virgin Islands. and
I
after his other daughter and son-inlaw also had traeled to the same place
tw ice.
But if the Presidential family’s traveling days are over. so apparently are
those of many American students who
each year tray el to Europe and other
foreign lands to tour and to study.
So far. initial reaction to this new

negative. But if the
President effectively can enforce the
idea, the result may be an elimination
game in which there will be only one
place abroad left for students to go.
But if the President really is ada-

policy has been

mant about Americans curtailing their

the state of the Union soon may find
they cannot secede, even for short

travel abroad. Ise will see to it that no

periods of time.

to this place.

The whole problem rests on a balance -of-payments crisis in which too
many-

dollars, the President claims,

more Americans are allowed to travel

either.
In fact, to show his

determination,

he could call the boys in Vietnam
F.M.

home.

Guest Room

Mankind’s New Adventure
Creation of a virus both stirs admiration
and points ominously toward the Intim%
One can applaud the chemical virtuosity of Stanford University’s Drs, Arthur
Kortibarg and Mehran Gimbals. Their
success shows that biologists are dose to
creating a form of earthly life.
They have not yet achieved the synthesis of a living form. Biologists themselves haven’t decided whether or not a
virus really is alive. But we now have
dramatic warning not to ignore the biochemists swift advance.
Drs. Kornberg and Goulian prove be-
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yond doubt that men are gaining knowledge that may enable them to interfere
with the basic mechanism of organic life.
This is the genetic mechanism that determines the bodily form of all organisms,
plant or animal, including men.
This raises grave moral questions that
mankind must begin to face. The biologists
this out repeatedly. Will
themselves
such interference be wise or beneficial?
If men do try to engineer a "superior
breed," who shall decide what is "superior?" Or should any such attempt he
outlawed?
When physicists first began to demonstrate control of nuclear fission, wartime
secreey prevented discussion of its fateful
an unconsequences. These burst tit
prepared world.
We still have time to acquaint ourselves
with the new genetics. We can begin to
come to grips with the moral issues of tryan evolution at the
ing 10 control 1
basie chemical It’s el of organic life.
But, as the Kornberg-Goulian systhesis
shows, that time is running out. Thinkers
in law. religion, .....ralitv, and pohics are
challenged 110W to leant what the biochemists art. doing. They are challenged
to join with the scientist?’ in guiding this
upon which
new evolutionary at
mankind has emba rked.
-Christian Science Monitor

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Dolores Clardelli, Daily
Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in
the Daily Office, JC208. Final decisions on use
of guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-space line.

Thrust and Parry

’Power Hungry Machine?’
’Council Members Not
Fulfilling Responsibility’
Editor

the hands of another faction, a faction that
is still trying to fulfill its responsibilities, do
the personal -gain people resign because theiui
pride has been hurt or because they have not
been recognized as the vital cog in the machine or because their power or their way has
proved insufficient in carrying out responsibilities, not only to the student body but to
themselves. Just because a person has last
control, should he quit? It seems to me he
should try to re-evaluate his standards his
values and to see how much of his work is
for the betterment of the school, the student
body. Or do his own personal strivings interfere with his responsibility and obligation to
the mass of students he represents?

It seems over the past semester many
elected members of our student council have
resigned and usually the student is not aware
of such transactions within the legislative
branch of our student government. And the
Personnel Selection Committee has kept extremely busy interviewing new people to fill
the newly vacant chairs.
What does this mean? It means some student council members are not fulfilling their
responsibilities to the student body which they
M. Rubin, A17897
accepted willingly when they were elected. It
means that the platforms they ran on and
their reasons for being elected have been
tossed to the milli& Yet the gtudefill, Whb-- "elected these people, did so hoping that action
could be taken to benefit the student. What
happened to all the platform planks that no
Editor:
action has been taken on?
Assuming that Dr. F. C. Dommeyer’s letter
Now I understand that another member of
in Monday’s Spartan Daily was really incouncil has resigned and is using his resignatended as praise, I feel obliged to share that
tion as a launching pad to student body presipraise with others who are equally or more
dent. His merit or capabilities are not being
entitled to it. These include, of course, all of
questioned, but his lack of a feeling for the
the members of the Committee on Faculty
student body, his lack of responsibility is.
and Staff Affairs, whose deliberations proI can easily see how studies or personal matduced the proposed statement on instructional
ters could interfere with council activities,
responsibilities. Also included is President
!Mt I do not understand how personal gain
Clark, because it was his urgent request that
can justly be explained when all promises of
encouraged the committee to take such action.
representing the student body have been comIndeed, Dr. Clark’s initiative, together with
pletely eliminated. Of course, there is the
the participation of the administrators who
promise that better things will come in the
are
members of the committee, suggests that
future, but what about now?
Dr.
Dommeyer is wrong in stating that the
Is our student council a power-hungry macommittee’s report indicates administrative
chine with personal gain and recognition the
deterioration.
only true motives for being a council memActually, there is little novelty in the comber? And when this power seems to pass into
mittee’s report. As its last sentence makes
clear, the statement "supplements but does
not modify existing policies and procedures."
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of the
In effect, the committee was only trying to
editorial page offers students and faculty a chance to
put current practice into written form and
express their views on campus, local, national or ingive it formal endorsement. Again, no inferternational ;uses. Space is allowed to encourage writence of administration deterioration is
ten debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
justified.
Thrust and Parry must not exceed 250 words, must be
For the information of the faculty gentypewritten, double spaced within 45-space margins
erally, let me add that the Council has not
and properly signed with the writer’s name and facyet adopted the proposed statement. Comulty or ASS number. The Daily will not print letters
ments and suggestions on it are invited. They
which are libelous, in poor taste or include a personal
can be made through any Academic Council
attack. The editor reserves the right to edit or cut
member or directly to the Committee on
letters to conform to space limitations and to seas
Faculty and Staff Affairs.
publication of letters dealing with subjects ha beNeves hays been exhausted.
T. M. Norton,
Assoc. Prof. of Political Science

’Others Are Equally Or
More Entitled to Praise’

Stray Slants
By BRUCE ANDERSON
Never Happy. That is the ease of our
campus protestors. They wanted Spartan
Daily coverage of their show they put on
when Dow Chemical was here.
We gave it to them - even a special
edition.
Now they are complaining because some
of the Daily’s photon are being used as
evidence in the student court.
*
*
*
Made mistake. Tried to pay my license
fees and change a pink slip on my new
’59 model car into my name today. Takes
five minutes? No, try two hours. Problem
seems to lie in situation dear to the hearts
of all SIS students -- Long, slow lines.

Speaking of

*
*
*
long, slow lines, registration

is just around the bend. I hear by way of
the grapevine that they managed to tack
a few more dollars on our fees again.

*

*

*

New political party forming on campus.
Going to make student government more
meaningful? Ever hear that one before?
*
*
*
Give up. Appears that the SJS AFT
faculty members won’t be striking before
Don’t worry. They’ll strike hard enough
at finals.
*
*
*
SJS parking problems may be solved by
not parking near the campus. Students
may begin parking at the South Campus
and be transported by bus to school.

course of this semester’s events
In
I’ve been stung by bees and choked by
tear gas.
I’ve met liars and people who "don’t
lie," they just "don’t tell the truth."
The trick was to find out whets people
were lying or "just not telling the truth."
I was a good reporter if I guessed right,
and caught all hell if I guessed wrong.
The game was fun, and taught me more
about this campus and snore about reporting in general than any newswriting class.
To let you know that all your managerial efforts have not been wastes!, I’ll
tell you about a few of the things on this
campus that I felt were significent while
playing the reporting game.
You may not agree with any of this.
But, as usual, that won’t bother me.
The character of the students on campus
has made a 180 degree turnabout front
what it was before the semester started.
I could hear this change in the talk of
those people who lie or "just don’t tell
the loth."
I could hear the change in a roar of
angry voices demanding that "Dow get
off’ and "Fascist Cops." But I heard the
change loudest on the second day of the
Dow protest, whets a student shouted "Tell
us now, Clark
yes or no!".
That student was asking Pres. Robert
D. Clark to give an immediate answer to
the angry demand, "Dow get off!"
But I also realized that it was much
more than a demand for an answer. The
call symbolized something that boiled up
for the first time at SJS the strong demand by a large number of students for an
active role in the decision
making
process on this casuist’s.
Students were not satisfied with what
administrators term "working through the
established channels" to get something
done.
The "established channel" begins with
student government and that organization has all but disintegrated on this
campus.
The semester’s initial protests against
racial discrimination, the demonstrations
against Marine recruiters and the Dow
violence were all directed at immediate,
material objectives.
But behind the demands for removal
of the Dow recruiter, four Marines and
discrimination was the insistent student demand that "we want a voice."
The voice was a new one at SJS. This
campus has never been noted for the number of student activists on Seventh Street.
But, in the words of many people I
talked to this semester, "The success of
Harry Edwards early in the semester gave
us hope that we could have some effect
on the decision-making process."
As I look back and try to analyze this
semester’s "student mood," I know that the
protests were successful.
True, the Dow recruiter and the Marines
did not leave and it will be a long time
before discrimination ends.
Students, however, have established
themselves as a new group of influence
with the "decision makers."
Words like "Student Power" became, for
the first time, common vocabulary at SJS.
It took a day of violence and 19 arrests,
but Pres. Clark felt it necessary to explain
college position on recruitment and to ask
for student viewpoint.
The policy may not change, hut students, for the first time, are involve -41 wills
the policy.
The

t small step has been taken.
was around to write about it

I’m glad I

--D. C.
PoWIPIPPIPPORpto

Notable Quotes
Sen. Charles Percy, R.-N.Y.:
"I think it Is the general consensus now,
even among many professional Republicans,
that Mr. Rockefeller, if he could hold together
the Republican party, would probably have
the best chance to attract independents and
Republicans."

’Every living Thing Is God’

.f.,,e11;1%

Vagabond Poet at SDS Meeting
By GINA TRAEGER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
An unusual man with a grey
and grizzled beard, wearing a
peace button and two rings on
each finger, came to and left this
campus with almost none being
aware of him. Somehow he did
get the attention of the Students
for a Democratic Society (SDS)
and ended up at their meeting lust
week,
Edward Eng I i s h, 52-year-old
"vagabond [aim" from Selma, Alabama, made a hasty, impromptu
stop at SJS on his way to weekend

nessman in Chicago and Los
Angeles.
In 1957 he returned to Selma
and there his poetry career began.
He wrote two poems for Student
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee iSNCC) and helped raise
630,000 for land to help alleviate
the situation in the "tent cities"
ghetto area of Selma.
He is a personal friend of
Stokely Car/114..41am, who he says
is "the finest young man I know
about," but that Carmichael "has
got so far out, I don’t know how
he going to get back in!"
As for H. "Rap" Brown, another friend, English calls him "a
nice guy" who is "Just playing a
game. He’s not really the man
people say he is, but the militants
took place Thursday before the think he’s for real. He’s just playing a game."
cadet squadron.
Phaneuf, a senior radio and TV
journalism major, was chosen for
the position by the AFROTC’ staff
with a recommendation from the
A discussion of the problems of
past commander. The staff includ- high Level Manpower in Africa
es Major Gerald Cory, command- will be given by John Roche, a
ant of cadets, and Major George member of the economics departBrowning, professor of aerospace ment, at 3:30 today. The talk is
Studies.
open to both faculty and students
and will be held in the San Jose
room of the library, LN 630.

, appearances at Berkeley and San
;Francisco.
English’s poems are repetitive.
Certain phrases appear time and
again. One is "out of sight," which
from him sounds natural instead
of "hip." He talks about "red
birds, yellow birds, blue birds,
I white doves, black birds," when
referring to the racial issue, and
every poem has in it, "Every living thing is God, God is love."
English, whose travels have
taken him all iiver the United
States, Canada and Central America, did not start writing until he
was 41. Before that he was u

New Officer For AFROTC
AFROTC’s former information
officer, Robert Phaneuf Jr., has
been named Commander of the
SJS 45th AFROTC cadet squadron.
He is replacing, Edward Stone.
The change of command ceremony

Manpower Talk

STUDIO

"ROUGH NIGHT IN JERICHO"
DEAN MARTIN AND
GEORGE PEPPARD
DISCOUNT WITH ASS CARD

Cmdr. ROBERT PHANEUF, JR.
... New AFROTC Leader

"San Jose Lynching," a special
program analysing the 1933 lynching of two accused kidnappers,
will be broadcast over KSJS, 90.7
mc. FM, tonight at 8.
The 15 minute program traces
the chain of events which led up
to lynching in which a mob of
more than 5,000 screaming San
Joseans attacked county jail,
fought police and lynched two suspected kidnappers.

Dorms Available
The Housing Office recently announced that there are vacanies
for the spring semester In both
the men’s and women’s dormities.
For further information on the
vacancies students may contact
the Housing Office in building X,
319 South 5th street, or call 294E414 ext. 2373.

293-2747
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BLUE ABOUT FINALS?
Cheer up. T:co’s has the answer ... a pair of barbecued tacos for only a quarter. They’re guaranteedto please your palate and your pocketbook.
And, Tao’s is open 24 hours. So, no matter how
late you stay up studying, you can take a break
at Tico’s. And that’s nice to know.

4th and St. James

Phone Orders 297-8421

(inside Mosher’s Ltd.)

Choice ceat4

"THE TEMPTATIONS"

barrassed about your slow reading. Most of
your friendseven your parents and teachers
can’t read any faster.
Reading Dynamics offers you a permanent escape from the sluggish reading rut and
the negative effects it has on your grade average and free time.
Although learning to read dynamically
requires no special talent or aptitude, mastering this wonderful skill is a lot like learning
to play a musical instrument. This means that
just acquiring the simple, basic techniques
won’t turn you into a speed reading phenomenon overnight. You have to practice every day
no great hangup since you can apply some
of this Reading Dynamics "homework" to
your normal school or pleasure reading.
Best of all, once you attain and continue to use your new reading skills, your
speed gains are permanent. And if you lose
the habit of using this skill, you can always
come back to Reading Dynamics and take one
of their free refresher courses.
Reading Dynamics is the definitive rapid reading system in the
world today. And the most flexible. You can use it for all kinds of
readingeven detailed, complex materials like science, history and
economics textsin one-third the time it takes you now.
Come to one of the free demonstrations listed below and find
out how Reading Dynamics can work for you. No kidding, it really will!

PALO ALTO
Rickeys Hyatt House
Tues.. Jan. 16. 8:00 P.M.
Wed., Jan. 17, 8:00 P.M.
Thurs.. Jan. 18, 8:00 P.M.
Sat., Jan. 20, 10:30 P.M.
Mon. Jan. 22 8 p.m.
Tues. Jan. 23 8 p.m.
Wed. Jan, 24 8 p.m.
Thur.-. Jan. 23 8 p.m.

San Francisco

"RAVI SHANKAR"
Berkeley Community
Francisco Opera House

SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
ao West San Carlos
295-0888
Open Monday Through Saturday 10 a.m. to 5 p.

Performance Warranty
The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
Institute pledges to increase a student’s
reading efficiency by at least three times.
The Institute will refund a pupil’s entire
tuition if, after completing minimum class
and study requirements, he fails to triple
his reading efficiency as measured by our
beginning and ending tests. Reading efficiency combines rate and comprehension

not speed alone.
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SAN JOSE
Hyatt House
Tues., Jan. 16, 8:00 P.M.
Wed., Jan. 17, 8:00 P.M.
Thurs., Jan. 18, 8:00 P.M.
Sat., Jan. 20, 10:30 P.M.
Mon. Jan. 22 8 p.m.
Tues. Jan. 23 8 p.m.
Wed. Jan. 24 8 p.m.
Thurs. Jan. 25 8 p.m.

by appointment

SATURDAY, January 27th
SATURDAY, February 3rd San

in the lust 15 years, curriculum Is
constantly growing and improving
in every school, and construction
is commonplace with no end in
sight. University status is predicted by 1970.
The slide presentation last
twenty minutes and is available to
aII interested student groupri.

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

Newly Appointed
Placement Officer
The college Placement Center
has selected Mrs. Mary V. Schaaf
as placement associate, replacing
Dale B. Winters, who retired earlier this fall.
Mrs. Schaaf, business and industrial placement associate for the
past six years, will assist Dr. Edward C. Clements, placement officer, in addition to supervising
the placement of junior college,
college, university and alumni candidates of non-teaching majors,
plus graduates with masters degrees.

lems of the coltil,
Cited among the college’’, achievements are the recent reorgani izat on into seven schools, engirneering department in the nation,
and the recent accodidation of
the school of business.
Rapid expansion is characteristis iif SIS Enrollment has trebled

See free demonstrations this week.
You could win a valuable scholarship.

Men’s Haircutting and Styling

FRIDAY, January 26th

"Change arid Challenge." highlighting the past, present, and future of SJS, is the topic of a new
slide presentation prepared by the
SJS Alumni Association.
The presentation depicts a student and an alumnus talking about
their impressions of SJS and examining the progress and prob-

If you are an average student carrying
a standard study load, you have the capacity to
readin just one weekevery single textbook
for every single course in your curriculum.
What’s more, you will fully understand and
remember what you read for a long, long time.
The way to this singular accomplishment is via Reading Dynamicsthe educational breakthrough that enables people to
read thousands of words a minute without
skipping or skimming; with excellent comprehension, great enjoyment and remarkable
recall. Learning to read dynamically is like
making the transition from a bicycle to a
Jaguar XKE.
Reading Dynamics really works. In
fact, it works so well and with such consistent
success that every course is backed by The
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute’s
firm Performance Warranty to at least triple
your reading efficiency.
This is a minimum promise, for literally thousands of the Institute’s graduates
have learned to read four to ten times faster. They read an average
novel in about an hourall the articles in TIME magazine in 25 minutestextbooks at the rate of 15-20 pages a minute.
These people aren’t "brains" or mental freaks. Many are individuals who once read as slowly as youpoking along at the national
average reading rate of 250-400 words per minute. So don’t be em-

JIMMIE’S

3rd & San Fernando

Alumni Association Prepares Film Slide

Get
a whole term’s reading
under your belt
in only one week!

292-6776
396 SOUTH FIRST ST.
ROSILAND RUSSEL IN
"ROSIE"

San Jose Lynching
Special for KSJS

English’s lxietry is primitive in
wording and phrasing, and
when seen on a printed page
spelling. His thoughts center on
peace and racial equality, God and
nature. fits language reflects a
southern upbringing.
English has not yet published.
lie, is planning to visit Europe,
Asia and Africa, and wants to
write a poem about every country
in the world.

serAtt’rAN DAILY-3
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EVELYN WOOD

READING
DYNAMICS
INSTITUTE

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA OFFICES
WALNUT
SACRAMENTO SANTA ROSA
SAN
CREEK
1212 4th St.
FRANCISCO
2015 1 St.
1175 locust St.
690 Market St.
542-6647
444-8277
933-1837
434-0707
SAN JOSE BERKELEY OAKLAND PALO ALTO FRESNO
1290 N. First St. 2118 Milvia 1924 Franklin 770 Welch Road 485-8801
327-1991
835-4200
549-0211
293-8881

rjEvelvnWood

Reading Dynamics institute, Dept. 40
1924 Franklin, Oakland, Calif. 94612
ID Please send descriptive folder and schedule
1.1ooa
of classes in my area.

RAMP
ADDkE33__
PEON!

Tuesday, January lfi, 196R
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SALE!
Books up to 95% off!

BOOKS INC.
Town & Country Village
Stetns Creek & Winchester
SAN JOSE’S BIG BOOKSTORE
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
Serving Celiforni Sinc 1851
65.000 BOOKS 75,000 CARDS

[ BEAU TIES

’Anointed’ ’Slow Moving,’ Technically Good
By MIRA PEDIGIE1"111
The time in 1914.
The place: an isolated island
in the Indonesian Archipelago.
The inhabitants of this jungle
community include a group of
superstitious natives, who from

YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE
ITALIAN TO ENJOY
THE SPARTAN HOUSE

tane to time indulge in wild
chants and dances; a frustrated
doctor and his sterile wife and
a newly arrived missionary and
his pregnant wife.
Add a live monkey. some
authentic jungle sounds and Indonesian music and one might
well expect a reasonable exciting
and interesting story to unfold.
Yet with all these ingredients

intact ’"rhc Anointed," an original play by SJS student Maria
Kout neve’ seemed to fully materialize into a convincing, eventful production.
It is hard to say just where
the fault lies in last Satin,lay
night’s sold out performance in
the Studio Theater.
While the two hour length of
the play was not exceptionally

Would You Like To Sec
The World?

Try our Spaghetti bubbling over with meat and home

You too may lead an exciting life wearing

made Italian sauce.

your }’an Am Stewardess Wings. JoAnn

We’re also featuring the most delicious Lasagna in
town. Layers of home-made goodness, guaranteed to
suit anyone’s taste. Don’t forget our convenient take

long, there were many tedious
moments throughout the play.
Repitition of certain words,
phrases and ideas are perhaps
partly responsible for the shortcoming of this production. It is
questionable whether an actual
shortening of the play would alleviate the problem, but it might
well be worth considering.
Such criticism is not meant to

Sobey, Pan Ant Campus Representative at
San Jose State, flew on Jet Clipper flights to
Europe and the Middle East last summer, and
would like to talk to all girls who would be
interested in this rewarding career.

home service.

Tues., Jan. 16
Education Bldg. 311 7:30 P.M.

cpaptot

/Mae

150 East
San Carlos St.

292-2840

Campus Rep. JoAnn Sobey

PAN AMERICAN
The World’s Most Experienced Airline

(corner or Fourth St.)

’Wen

BUY BACK PRICES ARE
SKY HIGH DURING
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says Dr. Donald Walters, associate professor of history. He
feels it aids "the most neglected
portion of educationthat which
is undertaken by the student
himself."
Dr. Friench Simpson professor
of English, feels the program is
"stimulating" and notes the
value to "students who have
gone on to follow leads picked
up in the program that they
wouldn’t have gotten elsewhere."
Entering freshmen with an
English and composite score of
23 or higher on the ACT exam
are eligible for the sequence. A
high school counselor’s recommendation is also necessary.
Structured as four consecutive
semesters of five units each, the
program satisfies the following
general education requirements:
total requirements in social
sciences, including state requirements in literature, philosophy,
and the arts; total requirements
in oral and written communication.
Each semester of Humanities
deals with developments in the
Western World during a specific time period. Humanities IA
begins in Greece at the time of
Homer and ends with developments up to the Middle Ages.
Humanities IB deals with the
period from the Renaissance to
the mid -eighteenth century. 2A
is concerned with developments
between 1750 and 1900. Humanities 28 covers events from the
beginning of the 20th century to
the present.
Freshman IA stiident Bob
Hale describes the program as
"a great way to get a broad and
integrated background to the
studies, instead of struggling to
assimilate knowledge from individual classes."
Currently 566 students are
enrolled in the Humanities sequence. Three sections each of
Humanities IA for freshman,
and ID for sophomores, are operating. Section faculty chairmen are: Dr. Walters and Dr.
Simpson; Dr. Walter Hugins,
professor of history; Dr. Jack
Fink, professor of English; Dr.
Peter Koestenbaum, professor of
philosophy; and Dr. N, P. Panagopoulog, pmfcssor of history.

By JUDY RICKARD
More than 7,000 selected students since fall 1954 have participated in an interdepartmental
general education sequence
known as the Humanities Program. Designed to provide an
integrated survey of Western
culture from ancient Greece to
the present, the program stresses oral discussion, the reading
of source materials, and written
composition.
The program is "valuable,"

10c
5c

2 Rolls Toilet Paper 10c
1 Roll Jumbo Towels 19c
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Humanities’Neglected
Portion of Education

3 Hershey Bars
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Music Recital
emote Blum, sophomore voice
major, will give a voice recital
Sunday, at the Los Gatos Methodist Church at 3 p.m. and also
on Sunday, Feb. 4, at the Cambrian Park Methodist Church at
3:30 p.m.
Sunday’s recital will be open
to the general public and admission is free.

19c
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imply that Miss Kout has written a play with no value. On
the contrary, she has attempted
ambitiously to discuss man’s unsolved problems based on the
premise that what man doesn’t
choose, often tempts him. Regrettably this theme becomes
lost in a profusion of religious
ideology and the previously mentioned slow-moving tone of the
play.
Perhaps the play’s biggest
problem, however, is its lack of
believability. T he characters
never seem to really come alive
but remain as mere actors acting out an assigned role.
The direction, handled by
Harold C. Crain, might be partly
to blame. The actors look confined in their movements and
literally appeared to be walking
on and off a stage. In addition
the dances and chants by the
natives somehow seemed forced,
artificial and almost humorous.
Generally the dramatic quality
of the actors was adequate with
no one particular role outshining another.
"The Anointed" has been
chosen by the SJS Drama Department for competition in the
Northwest Drama Conference at
the College of Mann, where it
will be presented Wednesday
through Saturday, Jan. 24-27.

CIGS

I.

Or

ENGAGED
Marilyn Clark, senior social
science major and member of
Angel Flight from San Jose, to
David Atkinson, serving in the
U.S. Naval Reserves in Japan,
from San Jose. Wedding phuts
are indefinite.
Sue Egbert, senior English major and member of Pi Lamtxia
Theta from Campbell, to Tom
Jacob, junior psychology and sociology major at the University
of California, Davis, from Campbell. The wedding date is set for
August 24.
Joan Gray, senior social science
major and member of Gamma
Phi Beta, to Michael Cook, employed at Xerox Corporation
from Altadena. An August wedding is planned.
Paula Halligan, employed as
a beautician from Stockton, to
Tom Meehan, senior law enforcement major and member of
Sigma Chi from Stockton. A
summer wedding is planned.
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1 Box Cheer Soap

24c

2 Bars Ivory Soap

Sc
Sc

Ajax Cleanser
w

Crest large size

29c

=

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

Y

Puritan Oil Co.
Open from
Plent4)1

-

4th & William
6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor
13fh & Julian

8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Mon. hint

Free

Thurs.

Parking,

During Finals

HOT DOGS
Try our delicious steaming hot dogs any time you
are hungry for a delicious meal. Deliciously prepared
right before your eyes.
(

folett!

330 SOUTH TENTH STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95112

Your
Choice
of
O ne

)

Sir Krout
Sir Chili
Sir Mustard

We also have sandwiches to appease your appetite.

This ad and 9c entitles you to a de- .
licious steamed Sir Wiener.
Mon.-Sen
400 W.
ciP WielteP
San Carlos
A. -;7111111111111111111’111111111111;1111111111111111111111911,11111111111111111111,1111111110110111111111111111111111111111111111111111M111111111111101101111111111111111111111
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Spartan Wrestlers Lose
Another to Chico State

Four Straight Wins

Idle Cagers Lead
WCAC Scramble
By DENNIS ANSTINE
Spartan Daily Sports FAlitor
It is bteak-time for the SJS cage
team with semester exams arriving, but with the Spas tans riding a
four-game winning streak and in
first place in the West Coast Athletic Conference race, coach Dan
Clines wishes his club could continue to play during the two week
rest -period.
"I would like to have a game
every day, but that is impossible,
so we’ll just have to work hard
In practice over the break to stay
ready," Glines said.
Sparta’s improvement has been
steady since the beginning of the
season, reaching a pinnacle last
Saturday night when it upset defending champion Pacific, 80-72 in
Civic Auditorium,
The Spartan’s lead the WCAC
with a 3-0 record, defeating Santa
Barbara and St. Mary’s before the
UOP contest.
CHALLENGE
But SJS is not without a challenge when it gets back into
WCAC action Feb. 2 against Santa
Clara in Civic Auditorium. Santa
Clara is 2-1 in league play, tied
with Loyola, 1.10P, and the University of San Francisco.
Following the Santa Clete. battle,
SJS goes on a four-game road
trip, playing USF, Loyola, Pepperdine and Santa Barbara.
Glines sees a real scramble for
the title, with no one team domin-

ating play as UOP has done the
past two years. "If we continue
Improving and play as consistent
as we did Saturday night, we’ll
be in the middle of the battle with
USF, IMP, Loyola and Santa
Clara," Glines said.
Glines believes Loyola to be the
"sleeper" team, with Santa Clara
being potentially the strongest
club in the league. Loyola trounced
USF last Friday, but then lost a
75-71 squeaker to Santa Claus
Saturday. Santa Clara has lost to
USF, while IJOP’s only loss is to
the Spartans.
STRONG REBOUNDING
All eight Spartans who saw
action against UOP played inspired basketball. Cent er Jim
Meyer, forwards Bernie Veasey,
Coby Dietrick, and Don McConnell had their best rebounding and
defensive games of the year.
Veasey led SJS in scoring (17)
and rebounding (9), while Meyer
scored 15. Diettick scored all of
his 10 points in the first half to
push the Spartans to a 45-35 halftime lead. McConnell tallied 10
points.
Glines singled out junior guard
Tim Holman for yeoman work
against UOP’s press and for three
assists that gave SJS three uncontested lay-ins.
Guard Steve McKean and substitute Bobby South sparkled on
defense, and reserve center Bob
Scott filled in admirably for
Meyer after he received his fourth
foul.
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Intramurals

E.

Alpha Tau Omega is leading in
points at the halfway mark of the
intramural year, according to director of intramurals Dan Unruh.
ATO leads with 766, followed by
Theta Chi, 580; Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 403; Delta Upsilon, 413; Sigma Epsilon. 395; Delta Sigma Phi,
321; Sigma No, 284; Lambda Chi
Alpha, 199; Pi Kappa Alpha, 200;
Kappa Sigma, 123; Sigma Phi, 106;
Acacia 81; Theta Xi, 46.
In the independent point standings, Me and Them leads with 398,
followed by Allen Hall, 239; Phi
Mu Chi, 135; Moulder Hall, 125;
Has Beens, 116; Da Fuzz, 116;
ROTC, 106; Markham Hall, 36.
FALL SPORTS
All teams competing in second
semester basketball must pay their
fees by 4 p.m. tomorrow in the

Mermen Lose
To Stanford;
Routed, 73-30
Spartan swimSTANFORD
mers managed to snatch two first
places Friday afternoon as the
mermen lost their second meet in
as many outings to Stanford,
73-30 in Encina pool.
Despite the loss to the defending
NCAA University Division champions, Spartan mentor Tom O’Neill
was pleased with the performances
of Craig Sprain, Jim Triplett and
the 400-yard medley relay team.
Sprain anchored the 400-yard
medley team, which took first
place, with a time of 49.7. The
entire team, with Steve Hoberg,
Triplett, Tim Halley and Sprain,
was clocked in 3.45.1, surpassing
last year’s best time, according to
O’Neill.
Tripplett was the only other
bright spot in an otherwise dismal
afternoon. The San Jose City College transfer raced to a 2:23.0 timing to win the 200-yard breastroke
event. He improved over last
week’s performance against Simon
Frasier by 2.5 seconds,
The Spartans face the Indians
again after finals in the Stanford
relays. Other teams making an appearance in the Jan. 27 meet are
the Foothill Aquatics Club, Santa
Clara Aquatics Club and U.C.
Berkeley.

=

Student Affairs Office. Fees are
$10 for the first team and $5 for
each additional team. The fees are
refundable at the end of the season if a team plays all of its
games.
Basketball begins again on either
Tuesday. Feb. 13 or Wednesday,
Feb. 14.
All team and individual first
and second place trophies can be
picked up during the first week
of school.
The first swim meet was won by
K and S with 75 points. Me and
Them was second with 53 and
ATO was third with 44.

Veasey Honored
By Sportswriters
Spartan forward Bernie Veasey
was named Northern California coplayer of the week by the Santa
Clara Valley sportswriters at their
luncheon yesterday. Bud Ogden of
Santa Clara was also chosen.
Veasey was selected because of
his play in the SJS-UOP basketball game Saturday night. The
Spartan "sixth man" dropped in
17 points, led the team in rebounds
with nine and contributed many
fine defensive plays in the Spartan
win.
Spartan coach Dan Glines said
of Veasey, "I was very impressed
with Veasey’s rebounding and his
improvement of defense."

class.

Jubilant players, from left, are Steve McKean,
Dick Groves, Bob Scott, and Bob South.

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS
;55. per student/month
4 to an apartment
plus a $35 refundable
cleaning deposit
heated pool

OVER 21?
NEED $5

BEST LOCATION ON
CAMPUS

DO THIS NOW!

KILLION HALL

BLOOD IS NEEDED
BIG VICTORY
Spartan cage coach Dan
Glines get a congratulatory hoist from his team
after the Spartans upset UOP Saturday 80-72.

their problems although they ate
quite different. A lack of personnel has forced the team to forfeit
In both the 1(I1-1)) and Heavyweight brackets. Because of this,
toe freshmen lost -to San Jose
City College Thursday, 26-19.
Individual wins for the Spartans
were supplied by Paul Cunningham (130 lbs.), Al Morasch (137
lbs.), Ron Wright (152 lbs.), Blake
Deluca (167 lbs.) and Ron Wilson
(177 lbs

Mon. thro Fri 7 a rn -3 pm
294-6535
40 Bas,ett St.
San Jose

315 E. San Fernando
MGR. Apt. 10

297-0643

Count On Us
TO PAY BONUS
PRICES ON
USED BOOKS
DURING FINALS
We offer fast, efficient service at
two convenient locations for selling
textbooks.

HEARKEN!
Hie ye hence to SHAKES
from whence cornmeth good
things to eat and drink and

Due to our 14 stores buy ing power
we can offer you top prices for
your discontinued textbooks.

much merriment. And at special student rates, yet.

BILLICEY’S ‘VQ)

STUDENT PRIVILEDGE CARD
THIS CEINCES THAT
ISA STUDENT AT
SIGNED

10% off
on any PIZZA
EXPRES
EPTE08 5 30

,o0op

I965

Fresh Signups
The second Meeting fir potential freshmen baseball players will
be held tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in
MG 201. All those who attend the
meeting may pre -register for the

It hasn’t been easy for wrestling
coach Hugh Mumby since the season began Dec. 2. Mumby, who is
used to fielding winning teams.
has now seen his grapplers loose
their fourth out of five dual meets
this season.
The latest one was Friday to
Chico State, a team which had nct
been able to beat the Spartans in
the last 10 years. The score was
16-13.
"We’re just not wrestling up to
our capabilities," Mumby lamented. This is borne out by the fact
that with the usual exceptions 1,1
L. Q. Starling and Loren Miller
SJS had only one other winner
Jim Bridger at 167 lbs.
Two Spartans did earn dries’,
however. They were by John Wall brink (145 lbs.) and Roger McClaughery (177 lbs.).
The freshmen are also having

580 Meridian Road
and
1 146 Saratoga -Sunnyvale Rd.

cal book
134 e. san fernando
and
457 e. san carlos
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Newsmen To Take ’Look at Future’
"A Look at the Future," a 30minute television special produced
by the Radio-Television News Center, will be presented over KNTV
(Channel 11) in San Jose Sunday
at 3:30 p.m.
The program will present preclictiorm of coming events by student

reporters from the news center,
covering numerous areas of concern.
"A Look at the Future" will be
moderated by News Director Dave
Silverbrand, who will question
staff reporters Valerie Dickerson,
covering student activities; Jim

Asa
college girl,
you’ll learn
psychology,
sociology,
philosophy,
economics
and more.

Berkeley’s Student Government Declares
Independence From Chancellor’s Authority

Braden. student government; Kim
Allender, faculty; Rahman Javid,
administration and the President’s
By JOHN POIMIROO
office; and Hal Ramey, covering
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Spartan Sports.
The student government of the
KTEH, Channel 54 will also University of Ca I i Tornio at Berkebroadcast the program on Thurs- ley, in a clash with Chancellor Roday. at 630 p.m.
ger W. Heyns, has declared itself
independent of the administration.
The student senate last week
overwhelmingly adopted a "resolution of independence of the authority of the chancellor," said
Richard Beahrs. president of the
Associated Students of the University of California.

This conflict results from Chancellor Heyns’ decision to remove
the control of $2.5 million dollars
In AS1JC funds from control of
the student senate.
In reply the student senate announced that it had obtained a
lawyer to represent student government in a court suit, if necessary.
A controversy of several years

Asa
United Stewardess,
you’ll put them
all to use.

standing, the question centers posted for students involved in
around whether or not graduate campus demonstrations.
When the student senate adstlidents should be allowed to
participate in and belong to the mitted graduate students. Heyns
removed its power over the funds
ASUC.
After the student senate, in a and assigned it to a committee
December election, allowed gradu- composed of students and nonate students to vote and take students, with a majority appointseats in the senate, Heyns declared ed by the chancellor.
the elections illegal and removed
In the senate resolution Wednesthe senate’s authority over funds. day. Heyns’ action was called, "the
Vic Lee, SJS associated student most blatent in a series of arbitbody president, said that he felt rary acts limiting students’ rights."
Chancellor Heyns’ decision was
"Since the free speech movement
strictly political. "There was a in 1964, the administration has
’radical’ group of graduate students broken agreed-upon norms, partiwho had definite chances of being cularly when it suspended students
elected to the positions. Heyns’ for nonacademic reasons."
feared that the radical slate
The Daily Californian newspaper
would be elected."
at UC, recently endorsed "any nonThis group of "radicals" had pre- violent, non-destructive tactic, indicted a slashing of the athletic cluding negotiation, strikes, and
program and the band’s budget. sit-ins" to end what it called the
Also this same group has asked "dictatorship on campus."
"The dictatorship," is "at best
that from student funds bail be

an enlightened despotism, at worst
an insupportable tyrrany," the editorial explained,

Guardian Asks Self
For Hand of Girl
LIVERPOOL, England AP I Ken Smith wanted to marry Jennifer Sidwell, hut since she was
under 21, he needed her guardian’s consent.
So he asked himself.
Ken was on a $16.44 a week
allowance at college when he was
named Jennifer’s guardian in her
father’s will in 1966. She is
now 20.
Jennifer’s comment was: "A fine
guardian he made. Fancy telling
his ward she could marry a man
earning less than seven pounds
($16.801 a week."

Spartan Daily Classifieds

(And fly to the places you’ve read about.)
Learning "by the book" is the first step. Learning by
doing Is the next. As a United Air Lines stewardess, you’ll
meet people from all walks of life. You’ll become a master
of tact and diplomacy. It’s the kind of experience that
will be useful to you the rest of your life.
After a 51/2-week course at our Stowardess Training
Canter in Chicago, you’ll be assigned to one of 10 United
stewardess domiciles -Seattle, San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Denver, Chicago, Detroit, New York, Newark,
Washington, D.C., or Miami.
During your first year, you’ll earn as much as $451 a
month. And you’ll be given a generous travel allowance.
Other benefits include a two-week paid vacation and four
free trip passes after one year. As a United stewardess,
you’ll be eligible for reduced fares-up to 75%-on inter.
national airlines.
If you’re single, between 20 and 26, between 5’2" and
59", weight 140 pounds or less (in proportion to height),
and your vision is correctible to 20/30 in each eye, you
may qualify.

INTERVIEWS WILL BE CONDUCTED

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 17
HOLIDAY INN
1217 Wildwood Way
Sunnyvale

bawl

UNITED AIR LINES
11111., An Equal Opportunity Employer

Why dream?
Sell your books during

BONUS WEEK
Plenty nf
free parking
Open 8 \.\I.
9 PM.
\fun. thru
Thurs. during
finals.

The Spartan Daily does not knowingly SKIIS, BINDINGS, & POLES, excellent MALE ROOMMATE, PREF. sr. or grad.. STATE HOUSE 508 S. 11th St. 2 bdrm.,
5 buck. Royal Lanai. Sauna bath, pool. $43.33/ 2 bath apartments. $180. See manager
accept advertising from advertisers who cond. $40. Kastinger
apt. #I,
practice discrimination on the basis of 10V2. $25. Cell Mike Sz.:- 286-0636. mo. 258-0852 after 7 p.m.
race, color, creed or national origin.
ROOMMATE NEEDED - MALE - for APARTMENT AND FEMALE ROOMHELP WANTED 141
spring semester. Share 2 bdrm. apt. w/3 MATE needed. Prefer approx. 24 yr.
others. $41/mo. 545 S. 7th S. #2. 286- old. Call Vicki Mello 286-8340 after
ANNOUNCEMENTS 11 /
5 p.m.
BABYSITTER NEEDED for 2 child. Room
& board w/priv. room or salary. WeekSKI TIME -S. LAKE TAHOE- Lark II ends free. Start at 2:15 p.m. Near IBM. 32A88L.
ME ROOMMATE WANTED to share
LOST AND FOUND 161
Apts. New. completely turn., kit., 1-2 Car nec., will pay car allowance. Call apt. $38/mo. 598 S. 9th St. #17. Call
bdrm. Weekend or weekly rates. East Bay 225-4890.
287-1054.
415.524-5572, Tahoe 702-588-3331.
LOST: DARK BROWN wallet on 1-8 in
HELP WANTED: MALE; ride operator, 2 MALE ROOMMATES NEEDED to vicinity of bookstore & library. REPOETRY WANTED FOR Anthology. In- etc. Frontier Village. Call for applica- share 2 bdrm. apt. spring semester. $225 WARD. Call 244-0485.
clude stamped envelope, Idlewild Pub- tion. 225.1500. or apply in person.
Pool. 429 S. 9th St. #22 294-6363.
LOST - AN OPPORTUNITY to get
lishing Company, 543 Frederick, San SALESMAN WHO CAN work in college
GIRLS - COLONIAL HALLS contract more for your books at Spartan BookFrancisco,
mkt., train and sell while in school at avail, close to campus 373 E. San Fer- store.
TOWER LIST CARDS may be turned $150 to $200 per week with 75 yr. old nando. Call Dana Eves. 293-9633.
in at the student e--.tivities office, room respectable life ins. co. Must be agPERSONALS (71
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
174, Administration Building. Buttons gressive. Phone 378.4177.
that are good for discounts on the tow- WE NEED HELP to get all used books 2 bdrrn. apt. Call 293-3181 after 5 p.m.
726
S.
10th
St.
#7.
cards.
filling
out
are
free
to
those
er list
MADE CONTEMPORARY
CUSTOM
possible. Highest prices paid at SparMALE ROOMMATE TO share nice 2 wedding rings. Original jewelry in cast
NEW PRICE!!! SPARTA EUROPE ’68 tan Bookstore.
bdrm. 1% baths turn, apt. Pool, sapna, gold & silver. Geo. Larimore 354-1273.
$319. June I7 -Sept. 6. Nonstop
HOUSING 15/
very quiet. $65/mo. each. Jim 259-3049. JOHN, HAVE YOU checked the high
London round trip. Call Barbara Kyne,
group leader. 294-2916 after 5 p.m.
1 OR 2 GIRLS TO share 3 bdrm., 3 prices paid for used books at Spartan
12 ACRES ON BEAR CREEK. Creek
William Bookstore? Marsha.
WINTER CARNIVAL LODGING pack- frontage, redwoods, seclusion. 11/2 miles bath, lux. apt. $46 each. 148 E.
BOOKS ARE
MONEY
NEED
age Jan. 28 thru Feb. 2 The Heavenly from Boulder Creek $22,000. $7,500 #2 297-0597.
Affair. $12.50 per person. 2 skiers per down, balance good terms. Call agent UPPER DIVISION FEMALE roommate WORTH MONEY. Get more for them
Bookstore.
at
Spartan
Bring
payroom in 2 twin beds. Hurry!
needed for spring $70 per month 2
408 438-0400 or eves 408 377-4357.
YES, MARSHA - I got enough for a
ment to 470 S. 11th St. #35 to guarbdrm. near SJS. Call Barb. 287-2338.
1 OR 2 GIRL ROOMMATES for spring.
nog 8. a ski weekend at Spartan Bookantee your reservations. 287-1155.
Deluxe 2 bdrm., 2 baths duplex. Car SPACIOUS ROOM FOR male in ap- store. They pay big. John.
SAVE STAR TREK, letter campaign needed. $40/mo. 266.2389 after 4 p.m. proved housing. Must sell contract for
needed. Write: Mr. Julian Goodman. GIRLS: 2 BDRM. FURN. apartment spring semester at Hawkins house. Call
SERVICES 18)
Pres. NBC: 30 Rockerfeller Plaza; New $130. Also 3 bdrm. apt. Modern $160. 294.9687.
York. N. Y., 10026. Write now!!
V2 block from SJS. Call 292-1327.
FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED SPARTAN BOOKSTORE WILL pay 50% REAL ESTATE MAJOR: Get a taste of cheap - unusual situation. Call Pam RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esche’s.
Free delivery, free service. No contract.
of current new price on books to be the market. Owner will pay $200 cash to at 298-5933.
Call 251-2598.
used next seemster + early sale bonus. student who can find buyer for 3 bdrm.
1 OR 2 UPPER DIVISION roommates EXQUISITE,
REASONABLE TYPING
EUROPE ’68 - from $329 round trip. rental. 298-5709 evenings or post card needed for spring. $70/mo for 2, $47
done by miss Carey - call 293-4700.
June I9 -Sept 9. Write or call for ap- 1263 Magnolia Ave.. S.J.
for 3 Near SJS. Call 289-2338.
Close
to
SJS.
Mimeo slightly higher
Mage,
Prof.
ROOMS
WITH
KITCHEN
priv.
Apartschedule.
plications & flight
per page.
NAGLEE PARK CHARMER
P. O. Box 6281, San Jose 95150 or 294- ment to be shared, also house, room &
SPACIOUS
2-STORY
board. 69 S. 10th St. after 10 am,
.7874.
TYPING IN MY HOME. IBM Pica. ail
30-FT. LIVING ROOM
1 OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES wanted. ROOMY, BRIGHT AND CHEERFUL 243-6313, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Share
house.
Own
room.
$43/mo.
Low
121
AUTOMOTIVE
older home with all electric kit. & TYPING - THESIS, TERM papers, etc.
util. 286-8507. 54 S. 14th St.
modern baths, 14x13 FULL DINING Experienced and fast. Phone 269-8674.
’66 PONTIAC GTO. 4-speed, positive 1 OR 2 MALE ROOMMATES NEEDED room, large entry plus a king-sized TYPING IN MY HOME. Reasonable
fraction, low mileage. Excellent condition. to share 2 bdrm. apt. Spring semester or living rm., 3 bdrms, 2 full baths. base- prices. Call 244.6581.
ment & corner lot. GOOD RESIDEN- WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY - See me
sooner. Stop by 598 S. 9th St. #6.
Best offer. 293-8126.
TIAL area NEAR SJS. Owners transMGA. $400 or best offer. Call 20 ACRES. $850. per acre in Santa Cruz ferred. Price $29,950. Located at 399 in JC-I27 1:30 to 4:30 daily except
Wed. or phone 968-0944 anytime. Jim
Mtns. On improved County Rd. A per286-6209.
Koski.
fect hide-a -way. $6.000 down. Good S. 16th St.
KMETOVIC
&
INGALLS
Moving.
Must
sell.
55.
’66 OPEL-KADETT
terms. Call agent 438-0400 or eves. 408
TYPING: FAST, ACCURATE, guaran1213 LINCOLN
286-3322
Excellent cond. R/H/W, white w/red in- 377-4357.
teed. Editing on request. Call 259-5118.
terior. $100 equity & take over payments. MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED before FOR RENT - CABIN: Santa Cruz Electric typewriter.
Call 365-7392 after 6.
Feb. 12 to share 2 bdrm. apt. 2/3 others Mtns., two weeks during semester break PROFICIENT TYPING. Elite electric
’62 FIAT 1200 convert. Condition good $37/mo. Beautiful interior. 695 S. 11th. only. Call 287-0204.
guaranteed. Call 243.0947 week days
but needs new top. $500. Call 244-7531 293-2193.
SOUTH LAKE TAHOE - 1 bdrm. cc’ after 4 p.m. & 9 a.m. weaken:1s.
after 6 p.m.
NEED 1 OR 2 FEMALE roommates for bin, sleeps 5 4.. $75/wk., $40/wkend. Up TYPING DONE ON IBM EXECUTIVE
TYPEWRITER in my home. Call 378-2615.
’60 CHEV. IMPALA 4.door. Excellent me- apt. 1/2 block off campus. Spring semes- to 3 days 323-1256
chanical condition, auto. trans., near new ter. Call 295.6038.
GRADUATE GIRL NEEDS roommate to TYPING DONE -term papers, etc. Fast,
MEN & WOMEN. SEPARATE college share furn. apt. Spring
tires. Call 293.2233.
and prompt. Call 264-8630.
accurate
semester. Close
approved housing. Available for spring to campus.
Call M. E. 286-9925.
CHILD CARE BY young mother. My
’64 PONT. CATALINA R/H. 2 door HT. semester, Room & board. Call
292-7278.
home - fen-nd yard. Call 264.9054.
PS, PB, auto. trans., good tires, stereo
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed to I FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to
tape deck. $1295. Call 377-1696.
share 2 bdrm. apt. spring semester. 429 share with 2 others & kitchen. I’M
TRANSPORTATION :91
’63 WI EXCELLENT COND., very S. 9th St. #I5. 293-5109.
baths, 2 bdrm. & pool. $50/mo. 429 So.
clean. 3,000 miles on new engine, need
9th St. 292.9174,
SENIOR
GIRL
NEEDS
ROOMMATE
in
bigger car. $975. Call 246-1232.
Feb. Spacious apt. $60/mo. 2 blocks HOUSE FOR RENT - 651 S. 8th St., 3 RIDE NEEDED SPRING semester from
SOLVE YOUR PARKING problems. Buy from SJS 297.2550,
bedrooms. Partially furnished, 295-0763. Monterey, Tees & Thurs. mornings. Ar
my ’64 Honda 160. OK for freeway. ’68
rive SJS 9:30 class. Call Mrs. Bowman
license. $375 or offer. Call Bob 321- GIRLS: LG. ROOM, good services, ROOM CROWNED WITH used books. 394.8796.
food: approved. Must see this. Call Get high price xis bonus at Spartan
1407.
WANTED: RIDER. 1 way to Detroit.
Carolyn 293.9727. JoLi Manor.
Bookstore during finals
’64 DODGE POLARA. Good condition
Leaving SJ approx. Jan. 27. Share gas.
many extras. $1100 or best offer. 286- FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to GIRL ROOMMATES NEEDED. 21 or 298.4855.
share 2 bdrm. turn apt. Pool $37.50/mo. over. 2 bdrm. apt. Pool. 429 S. 9th St.
6209 ask for Ted.
NEED RIDE TO SANTA Barbara or
Close to campus. 286.2341 after 3 p.m. #26. Call 293.5217 after 5:30 p.m.
’68 PLYMOUTH $200. Good transportThurs. 1-25 after I p.m. or any tirma
ation. Call evenings 294.0423.
Fri. Call 266.8999.
’66 HONDA 305 Scrambler. Excellent
3 GIRLS NEED RIDE to Portland area
cond. Many extras. See to appreciate.
Jar- 25 & 26. Call Mary 293-5627.
$450. 298-4643.
RIDE NEEDED. 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. work
IS IT A SPORTS CAR OR A WORK
hours from Westgate area. Ext. 2814
CAR? ’59 Fiat 1200 Cabriolet w/radio,
15,151 or 253 F715
heater, 4 on the floor. Looks nice, furls
OK, will need some work, $150. 286-0930
ask for Steve. At night 294 1037.
FOR SALE: ’60 Ford. 2 d- .r V 8. Auto.
matic, $400, call 264.3390.
rfrIl
ALFO-ROMEO, 2600 sm.,
291 0235 after 9 p.m. 712 ’.,. 13th St.
#3.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

To Place
an ad:
Call at:

FOR SALE 131
FOR SALE: 2 new hubcaps. It
new Chevy.) Call 252-9658.

(fits

Classified Adv.
Office -J206

MARTIN CLASSICAL GUITAR-Near
new, orig. price $260, will take best
offer. Must sell. Dick 286-3606.

ffitelA P.O.!

ENCYC. AMERICANA 30 vol net plus
home lib. set & 10 vol book of art. Only
Is mos. old. Assume pay. or $340 cash.
79t .4A43
SKI1Sl! GUARANTEED NEW woods and
rnot
/,’, made by a large Euro.
.1. & are selling wholesale $25
peon
to $70 ’het retail at $40 to $110. If
interested contact Tina at 294-4622.
GIBSON SJN STEEL string quit/sr.
Large box, beautiful tone. Cherry wood
finish. 3 months old. Cost $255. Sell for
$200. Barry 293-9629.
MONEY - WILL TRADE Money for
used books to be used next semester.
50: + bonus paid by Spartan Book

Daily
1:30 to 3:30
Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.

"1"1-05

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465
SCHOOL illtAlCe5 IT DIFFICULT

164-1T UP "TO THE

sir RN( LAST TO GET" A PIPLOMA,"

